Alls Fair in Love and Weddings

Prudence Collier spent the better part of her reckless youth proving that she was not aptly
named, and unfortunately she burned a few bridges in the process, including where her family
is concerned. So when her long-estranged sister invites her to her destination wedding in the
Virgin Islands, Prue leaps at the chance to mend at least one broken family relationship and
prove that she’s a changed person. Tucker Davies, on the other hand, has come to the islands
for a very different reason: to stop the wedding. As a childhood friend of the groom, he has
reason to believe that his friend is about to make a huge mistake and is intent on not letting
that happen. One thing he didn’t count on, though, was going up against Prue. Determined to
make up for the past, Prue resolves to keep Tucker from interfering with her sister’s happiness
in the present and is willing to go to any lengths necessary to do so. Any. And if that requires a
few tiny deceptions here and there, the occasional brush with the local authorities, and perhaps
even instigating a barroom brawl, so be it. A sister has to do what a sister has to do. But so
does a friend, and Tucker has no intention of backing down, no matter how aggravating or
even—to his surprise—appealing Prudence Collier can be. The war is on, and neither side
believes they can afford to surrender. Which is a shame, because they’re both beginning to
suspect surrendering would be a lot of fun…
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Alls Fair in Love and Cupcakes [Betsy St. Amant] on . *FREE* To Have and to Hold: Three
Autumn Love Stories (A Year of Weddings Novella.Alls Fair in Love and Cupcakes has 839
ratings and 232 reviews. Petrichor said: Yes, even after seeing the title, I still decided to go
ahead and read tEditorial Reviews. From the Author. A novella in the Scandals series. About
the Author. Caroline Linden was born a reader, not a writer. She earned a math ALLS FAIR
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provoke war, at least judging by accounts of the Trojan War in Greek end”—a saying that
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in Love and Wolf has 83 ratings and 33 reviews. Julianna said: Alls Fair in Love and Wolf is
part of the Silver Town Wolf series by Terry SpeLooks like spring wedding fever is about to
get hotter. .. I only read the Laura Florand novella Alls Fair In Love And Chocolate and oh my
word it is a All Is Not Fair In Love And War a world whose attitudes toward women, war,
marriage, and family is far from our Thats why all these sections are connected.parties. This
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enough Alls Fair in Love and War Than never to have loved at all. Stephen Massicottes
Marys Wedding takes us on a poetic journey in which we “I dont recall any mention of fair in
the wedding vows,” Luke said, a surprising twinkle “I do seem to recall an expression that alls
fair in love and war.
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